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Subject: Free Press Posts Lone Pine Libray Bloomfield Mi-Aug 02-2010 
To: <lesliew21@gmail.com> 
Cc:  
 
Learning Disabled Woman tortured repeadedley in Dearborn Mi Dearborn Police Cover Up 
Fellow Tax Payers I almost dont know were to begin in todays post because so much is being discovered by the freind of this victim concerning who Funded
these GangStalkers to torture this woman repeadedley,the gangstalking is still goin on today up to even the minute's im using to post this post.It took years for
this woman to discover after being tortured that the collective group who did it were seriousley connected to a organized Crimminal Group within Dearbor,Dearborn
Alcoholics Anonymous and Recentley it has been discovered that The mason's in Dearborn have played a extremeley significant role as some of the main players
from behind the scences 
 
From Wikpedia: 
 
"The Michigan Civil Rights Initiative (MCRI), or Proposal 2 (Michigan 06-2), was a ballot initiative in the U.S. state of Michigan that passed into Michigan
Constitutional law by a 58% to 42% margin on November 7, 2006," 
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ninetimes wrote: 
Learning Disabled Woman tortured repeadedley in Dearborn Mi Dearborn Police Cover Up 
Whats also amazing about the adacity behind this crime and the literal nature of the Dearborn Police who are so involved in this its almost undescribable,I am
telling the 100 % pure and literal thruth about the crime and the People involved,A extremeley extensive detailed timeline of Torture is so huge that it has taken
years just to show the patterns and synchronicity of how the Players worked in Concert to not only torture this woman but to steal evidence,continue the
GangStalking on a 24/7 bases,and have deliberatley created homelessness of this woman many time's. 
Go to Google type in gangStalking review all of their Tactics and you can also plainley see that it is a Police Inititive/Funded by the Governement and the Masons
are infested in Both,see one of the reasons why this crime syndacite is getting away with this is because they are connected to the Police and Judicial Branch 
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Learning Disabled Woman Tortured repeadedley in Dearborn Mi Dearborn Police Cover Up 
What has happened to this woman is Happining to other people all over Michigan and the United States Literally-GangStalking is happing in literally everstate in
the Uniion and the Same methods and Tactics are being used against other targets,Tommorrow will this victim have any problems with her Bank Account,see this
crime is Covered up on a Federal Level which can also be found out on GangStalking Web Pages and reviewing how the Federal Governement is Involved in
some cases-The protocols and inititives are exacting and methodical and intrisant. 
Fellow citizens you whould liteally literally throw up if you really could see the nature and attitude of these people they GangStalk with complete impunity/Torture
people and present themselves indirectley in the lives of the people they torture and laugh and smile at them.They are crimminals to the literal extreme and your
Taxdollars pay for it,literally 
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ninetimes wrote: 
Learning Disabled Woman tortured repeadedley in Dearborn Mi Dearborn Police Cover Up 
When you pay your Property Taxes and your Sales Taxes,your utility taxes,Inheritance Tax,,Federal State and Local Taxes when you go without as a result when
the payment on these taxes exposes us to the vulnerabilties of the World and Nature as a result of not having enough money saved is something happens like
Job Loss or sudden Bad health we start to resent that we had to pay such high taxtes that if we didnt we couldve survived 1 more month until we regrouped
somehow,well the very Governemnet that took your money happily thru promosed lies are using it to literally fund GangStalking inititives,The Corupt Governement
Behind it,and Crimminal Syndacitezs that are underpinned within both,This woman is a Whistle Blower,They are aware ahe is prparing to go Public,So how can
they stop her,Use GangStalking as a Buffer between her and the Police and the courts they'll use to contain her/containing the crime 
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ninetimes wrote: 
Learning Disabled Woman tortured repeadedley in Dearborn Mi Dearborn Police Cover Up 
Upon investigating Web Pages on GangStalking is that This crime syndacite with our Governement and Their Power Positions in the Communitie's can literally
ruin a target life from deliberatley creating Homelessness to having County Paid Hospitals deliberatley diagnoses the Target with 100 % false Diagnoses for future
containment if needed.These are Literal fact's,Create the Homelessness and you create alot of Vulnerabilties the Targets life can easily be spinned into
enviroments they control thru staged incidnets and witness's both of which are directed by the crimminal Syndacite within our Governement this is the literal
absolute thruth.My friend witnessed many clients in the Hospital at different time periods within the calender year that were complaing about the same thing being
stalked and being falsley Diagnosed,and the details the stalking were exactley the same as used against this woman 
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ninetimes wrote:
Learning Disabled Woman tortured repeadedley in Dearborn Mi Dearborn Police Cover Up 
So how can the Governement Go after this woma to conceal this crime,they whould have to do it from behind the scences and they
are getting desperate they have seen thru CyberSurvallance a GanGStalking Asset that she is actively engaged in Preparing this
Timeline and a Campaigh to down Load it into Public Platforms on the inetrent,which will show the Papertrail they have left behind
and Audio file that show them in the targets life the Timeline the Papertrail and the Audio Files clearley and Directley show a
Concerted orchestrated direct effort to Crimminally Solicit Torture,Solicit the target to commit crimes they can use against her later if
need be,they show the Connections to the landlord that evicted her for them and direct information and receipts showing items that
protect the woman from direct control were stlen from Hospitals she was spinned into as a direct result of the gangStalking 
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Learning Disabled Woman tortured repeadedley in Dearborn Mi Dearborn Police Cover Up 
So within the next 5 Month's will they of created circumstances as a direct intitive to use these circumstances to contain her thru
Homelessness,the Corrupte deliberate false diagnoses the Accusation of a crime, staged incidents and witnesses,all of these things
thay have done in the past openley and directley/will the Dearborn Police use the Deliberate False Police reports they created for the
eventual outcome to the orignal motive as a conduit to solicit future crimes literally against this woma everysingle thing I am writting
here is the Literal exact pure thruth not 1 bit of it is a lie,Fellow Tax Payers Every single tactic they have used is already on the
internet and can be found on GangStalking Web page I heard the victim did'nt find out about GangStalking until June of 2009 what
does that directley illustrate 
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